Parking and Transportation Minutes
February 12, 2009
2:30 – 4:00 – R518

Present: Shawn Yee, Dana Galloway, D. Ramirez-Chase, Skip Fotch, Jim Keenan
Absent: Rod Santos, Carlita Martinez, Muriel Parenteau, Leilani Battiste, Susan Baker

Acceptance of the minutes from 12/11/08. All in favor.

Old Business
Parking Regulations: Susan emailed some minor changes to the regulations. There were some minor corrections made related to colors and order of words. The regulations moved and passed and will appear in the Fall 2009 Catalogue as well as being distributed at E-104.

CCSFPD Hiring: Debbie reported that out of the 8 officers that applied, 2 have made it past all the screening and reviews. A new search for a new Chief of Police has been put out as the previous one pulled out at the last minute. Rod Santos will remain as the Acting Chief of Police until a permanent replacement is hired.

Hang Tag/Decal Project: There were some minor changes to the directions that will go online. After corrections, it was moved and passed.

Julia Bergman brought the artwork to the FRC to have them vote on the design. Shawn will contact the vender to see about the pricing for this new design with 4 colors.

Bicycle Boot: Debbie has ordered the tags for the locks.

Parking Machine Update: There is a meeting on the 20th to review the venders that will be replacing the parking machines around campus. These machines supposedly are cashless, meaning that they will only take plastic cards of one type or another. More information will be supplied at the next meeting.

New Business
Cloud/Science Traffic Control: It was brought up that the speed bump on Cloud/Science Entrance has been removed. Shawn will check with Jim Blomquist to see why this was removed.

PE Van Parking: Jim Keenan will restripe the area along the Wellness Center for the PE vans once the OK from Facilities is received. They are still checking on fire lane clearances with the parked vans.

Parking Signage by Shops: Because there is no signage about Faculty/Staff parking in between the shops and the student parking lot, the police have not been able to enforce students parking in this area. Buildings and Grounds will stencil “Faculty/Staff Parking” once the weather clears up.

TransLink at CCSF: TransLink is the equivalent of FastTrak for bus commuters. You preload a dollar amount on the card and you can use it on the Bay Area transit agencies. This would normally cost an initial $5, but they want City College Faculty/Staff to be part of a pilot program, which would cost $0. Shawn will contact them for more information.

John Adams Parking: There are some issues regarding drop offs at John Adams campus with all the construction. ParaTransit is letting students off on the sidewalk, not inside the campus due to the construction. In addition, parents dropping their kids off at the day care are blocking the parking lot while they take their children inside. This topic will be discussed further next meeting when Muriel is present.

Next meeting: March 19th in R-518 at 2:30 p.m.